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About Collective Impact
“Collective impact is not merely a new
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process that supports the same
social sector solutions but an entirely
different model of social progress.
The power of collective impact lies in
the heightened vigilance that comes
from multiple organizations looking
for resources and innovations
through the same lens, the rapid
learning that comes from continuous
feedback loops, and the immediacy
of action that comes from a unified
and simultaneous response among
all participants.” www.fsg.org
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KEY ELEMENTS OF COLLECTIVE IMPACT
9 Leadership Principles for Backbone Leaders
Collective Impact is the commitment of a group of actors from
different sectors to a common agenda for solving a complex
social problem. In order to create lasting solutions to social
problems on a large-scale, organizations — including those in
government, civil society, and the business sector — need to
coordinate their efforts and work together around a clearly
defined goal.
3 Pre-Conditions to Collective Impact
There are 3 pre-conditions to collective impact that are
critical to long term success. These are: having
influential champions of the issue; a sense of urgency
around the issue and adequate resources of all types to
make progress on the issue.
5 Questions to Ponder when Considering Collective
Impact
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do we aim to affect “needle moving” change? This
is a change in the community of +/- 10% or more.
Do we believe that long-term investment by several
stakeholders is necessary to achieve success?
Do we believe that cross-sector engagement is
essential for community-wide change?
Are we committed to using measureable data to set
the agenda and to using it to improve over time?
Are we committed to having community members as
partners and producers of impact?

1. View the system through a lens of complexity
2. Let the vision be “good enough” rather than trying to
plan every little detail.
3. Live with balance between data and intuition, planning
and acting, safety and risk.
4. Be comfortable with uncovering paradox and tensions.
5. Don’t wait to be “sure” before proceeding with actions
6. Create an environment of information, diversity and
difference, connections and relationship.
7. Mix cooperation with competition – it’s not one or the
other.
8. Understand that informal conversations, gossip and
rumor contribute to mental models, actions and beliefs.
Listen to these in making change
9. Allow complex systems to emerge out of the interaction
of systems, ideas and resources.
5 Things to Consider when Building a Common Agenda
1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

Who is driving the agenda? There is a need to work
differently together to get to a common agenda – rather
than one agenda to “win”.
How complex is the issue? By setting boundaries
around what you will and will not do you will allow you
to increase impact and more easily set an agenda.
How does the issue play out in your community?
Examine data to inform the common agenda and drive
impact.
Who is doing what already? Map current community
efforts to solve the problem.
What is our next step? Get into conversation, explore
the problem and talk about what transformation will
look like.

Backbone Organizations:
http://tamarackcci.ca/blogs/sylvia-cheuy/championschange-leading-backbone-organization-collective-impact
Collective Impact Readiness Tool:
http://vibrantcanada.ca/content/collective-impactreadiness-assessment-tool
Common Agenda & Community Change:
http://tamarackcci.ca/blogs/liz-weaver/movingtransactions-transformation-common-agenda-andcommunity-change
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